


   Perfect Timing

   Perfect Products

   Perfect Business Model

Requirements For A 
Successful Company



Statements From Experts:

“Inflation is a very simple concept to understand: 
More money = less value. It may seem 
contradictory but it’s very straightforward. 
- Dr. Ron Paul – Congressman

“Silver may be the best possible way to build wealth.” 
- Robert Kiyosaki, Best Selling Financial Author 

These quotes are at least 20 years old and probably 
truer now then ever before.



  Global uncertainty all but dictate the necessity of a stable store of value.

  Inflation is winning. It is real and it is bad.

  Globally, housing / grocery prices are not sustainable.

  Central Banks are ALL printing money at unprecedented rates.

  Paper currency is going digital. (BRICS, FEDnow, CBDCs etc)

  Lasting effects of COVID / Supply Chains / Inflation are still handcuffing  

global markets.

These are not opinions. They are facts regardless of 
politics, nationality, or religion.

Reasons why this is timely:



Why precious metal…?
 Hold real tangible value.

 Time Tested.

 Hedge against inflation.

 Easily explainable. Even Children know it is 
good to have gold and silver.  

 Relatively stable during uncertain times.

 Best product to be garage qualified with.



OUR BUSINESS MODEL

 We have developed relationships with the largest 
market makers in bullion and numismatic coins.
 We own all of our own networking software.
 Sell Precious Metal Bullion at cost to customers.

 Pay Affiliates for finding customers.

 Manage and anticipate growth.

 It all has to make sense for customers, affiliates 
and the company.



More About the Company…

 Brand New Company but extremely seasoned ownership and 
management.

 Offering true, actual At Cost Pricing on Precious Metal Bullion.

 Valuable Numismatics fuel residuals. (Emphasis on value).  

 Lucrative Compensation Plan.  



How does pricing compare?

At Cost Products

 We Offer The Same Coins  / Bars For Less

 American Eagles, Buffalos, Morgan / Peace Dollars

 Canadian Maples Leafs, South African Kruggerand

 Generic Bars and Coins – Engelhard, Johnson Matthey,

 And Soi Much More! Check our website for full offering 
 



 If you buy from a dealer, you are buying “dealer 
direct”. That literally has no bearing on price but 
rather that refers to who sold it.
 At Cost means that the price that the dealer pays is 
the same price the customers pay.
 Look at various websites… it should be plain as day.

This is a concurrent real-time price 
comparison of the price of a single Silver Eagle 
(most commonly purchased coin in the world). 

Similar Company: $29.90
Other Similar Co: $31.54

Big Online Co A:$31.01
Big Online Co B: $31.24

Our Company: $26.48

What’s the big deal?  
Dealer Direct vs. At Cost



Similar Company A : $29.90 means 12.41% more you PAY!
Similar Company B : $31.54 means 18.57% more you PAY!
Big Online Co. A     : $31.01 means 16.58% more you PAY!
Big Online Co. B     : $31.24 means  17.44% more you PAY

Our Company: $26.48

If you are buying the exact same thing  
why would you start out paying 12-18% more?

What does that mean by 
percentage?



 Incremental / Fractional Purchasing
 One of the most  powerful features of At Cost Metals is 
the ability of customers to buy precious metals 
incrementally. So you can buy as little as $1, $5, or a 
$20 is totally fine. Even a Million Dollars it is your 
choice. The amount of metal you have purchased is 
tracked to 0.000001 of an ounce and displayed in your 
My Metals page. This means you can accumulate metal 
at your pace, like it should be.

 All of the metal you purchase is yours.  It is physically held in 
the DAP vault. You can have it shipped or sell it. If you sell it 
your cash account increases by the sale amount.  You can 
withdraw that amount or use it to purchase more metal. 
Again,The choice is yours.

THE D.A.P. VAULT
“Digital And Physical”



 The most economical way to service our customers is with the 
 Highest ranked and rated vaulting company. 
 They are multinational
 Proven to be at the highest level of security, safety, and service.

 We utilize multiple Class III state-of-the-art vaults, the highest possible vault rating. 
 Our vaulting facilities are and highly secure.  
 Each facility is constructed with impenetrable walls, internal barriers
 All locks that require several methods of verified access before someone can enter.
 Our vault processing has dual-control procedures which requiring multiple people to perform 

separation of duties simultaneously. 
 Our customer’s precious metals are held as bailment and not as a deposit or consignment. Offering 

protection to the customer because assets cannot be seized to pay depository debts.
  We have strict, proven processes that ensure customers precious metals deposits are secure, 

investor data is kept private, and we ensures discreet and confidential treatment of all aspects of 
customer accounts.  We also maintain “all risk” insurance as well as additional policies which cover 
acts of terrorism.

 Strict inventory controls
 Real time reporting available 24/7
 Expedient processing of shipments
 Fully Insured Delivery
 International Delivery
 Customs Clearance

WHY VAULT?



 With purchase of either the Metals Package or Metals Plus Package you 
get access to the DAP vault for 1 year.

 Fee Schedule Per Year of each individual purchase of Bullion:

 Shipping is based on amount shipped. We do not add to shipping cost.
 Storage Fees are less than the typical Maintenance fees of ETFs

ITEM TYPE ANNUAL SERVICE FEE
Gold Bullion

Platinum Bullion
Palladium Bullion

45 Basis Points
(0.45% of Account Value)

Silver Bullion 50 Basis Points
(0.50% of Account Value)

Certified Coins 60 Basis Points
(0.60% of Account Value)

COST OF VAULTING



…if that makes sense 
to you then let’s talk 

about the packages 
and comp plan.



PACKAGE OFFERING
   $399 Metals Plus Package: 18 Months of Unlimited at cost pricing of physical precious metals bullion, 

access to specialty collectible products and access to the DAP Trading Vault and it also it includes 3 perfect 
MS70 graded numismatic Silver coins.

   $149 Metals Package: 1 Year of Unlimited at cost pricing of physical precious metals bullion, access to 
specialty collectible products and access to the DAP Trading Vault ($199yr value).

  $75 GET-A-HEAD Monthly Program: MS70 or PR70 (both perfect) graded numismatic Silver Eagle. Other similar graded 
coins will be available in the shopping cart. 

     Specialty Bullion: We offer a more selective variety of coins, rounds and bars from around the world at below typical               
retail pricing



Affiliate Comp Plan
$399 Metals Plus Package:

 $149 Metals Package:  
 

$75 Get-A-Head Monthly Coin:
 

Specialty Bullion:

Binary Team Cycles:
 

Matching Bonus:  

 
Pot of Gold Bonus:

$50 Direct, 100pts for Binary
 
$25 Direct, 30pts for Binary  

20pts for Binary

1-50pts for Binary  

500/500pts pays $500 cycle

10% Match on personal referral’s 
Team Cycles for Affiliates ranked 
at Silver or Gold.

50% of the commission revenue 
from the top of the network is 
shared among all Golds. Also pays 
for promos and events.



RANKS
 Affiliate: 1 Personally Sponsored Active Customer referral L/R - 
$2,000 Cap / wk

 Silver Affiliate: 3 Personally Sponsored Active Customers L/R with 
a Personally Sponsored Active Affiliate L/R - $10,000 Cap / wk

 Gold Affiliate: 6 Personally Sponsored Active Customers L/R with 
a Personally Sponsored Active Silver L/R - $30,000 Cap / wk 



 Points can accumulate up to your max based on rank.  
(2k pts for Affiliate, 10k pts for Silver, 30k pts for Gold) 
 At Cost means that the price the dealer pays is the same price 
that the customers pay.
 Unused points remain intact. Also, they do NOT reset after a 
cycle.
 Pay period is Sunday am to Saturday pm Eastern US.
 We compress the Direct and 10% Match when appropriate. 
 75% hard cap on commissions to ensure company stays open.
 Leadership in the field have input on the direction of the 
company.

Additional Compensation 
Information



  We share a better way to do precious metals. 
  We have the best bullion prices and Affiliate Program.
  We want you to be part of it.

 LET’S GO!!

BOTTOM LINE



Income-Investment 
DISCLOSURES:

There are no guarantees regarding income in the At Cost Metals opportunity. The 
success or failure of each Affiliate, as in any other business, depends upon each 
Affiliate's skills and personal effort.  
Earning levels for an At Cost Metals Affiliate that appear are just examples and 
should not be construed as typical or average. Income level achievements are 
dependent upon the individual Affiliate's business skills, personal ambition, time, 
commitment, activity, and demographic factors. 

The services offered by At Cost Metals, LLC may not be suitable for all consumers. 
You should seek financial / investment advice from your own independent 
financial advisor about your specific goals and situation. The value of precious 
metals changes constantly going up and down. There is potential risk in the 
purchase of precious metals. Nothing on our site or any marketing by an At Cost 
Metals Affiliate should be considered investment advice to you specifically. Any 
purchases (including memberships, at cost bullion, graded bullion or specialty 
bullion) should only be made after consulting with your own financial advisor. 




